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Abstract— In this article, we present a novel approach to
reconstruct the topology of linear dynamical systems with latent
nodes. The network is allowed to have directed loops and
bi-directed edges. We show that the imaginary part of the
inverse power spectral density matrix (IPSDM), realized from
the time-series data and shown to be skew symmetric, can unveil
the connectivity structure. Necessary and sufficient conditions
are provided for the unique decomposition of a given skew
symmetric into sum of a sparse skew symmetric and a low rank
skew symmetric matrices. An optimization based algorithm is
developed to decompose the imaginary part of IPSDM to yield
the sparse matrix S and the low-rank matrix L. S embeds
information about the topology of a subgraph restricted to the
observed nodes and L provides information about the topology
between the observed nodes and the hidden nodes. Algorithms
are provided to reconstruct the topology of the network between
the observed nodes using S and the links related to latent
nodes using L. Moreover, for finite number of data samples,
we provide concentration bounds on the entry-wise distance
between the true IPSDM and the estimated IPSDM.
I. INTRODUCTION
Networks provide convenient representation of large scale
complex systems utilized in diverse areas such as power
grids, biology, finance, and neuroscience. Reconstructing the
underlying network topology or the influence structure of
the interaction from measurements is useful in predicting,
and steering the behavior of the system towards a de-
sired state. Learning the unknown interaction structure of
a network of agents from time series measurements can
be categorized as being active [1] or passive [2]. Active
techniques require intervention in the normal operation of
the system by injection of external signals and/or altering
the network structure, by removing or adding agents to the
network. Many critical systems such as the power grid, the
financial markets, and the meteorological system either do
not allow for active interventions or it is not possible to
affect the system. On the contrary, passive techniques infer
topology from time series measurements, without affecting
the underlying grid network. Here, in practice, observing
time series measurement at every node is not plausible,
wherein it becomes important to learn the topology of the
network when only a subset of the nodes are observed.
Learning the topology of a network from time-series data
is an active area of research, with considerable emphasis
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from the machine learning and probabilistic graphical model
communities (see [1]-[6]). However, here, most works as-
sume that the nodes are random variables which fail to
capture the dynamics of the interaction and thus are improper
for the applications with dynamic dependencies that are
common, for example, in the power grid, climate science
[7] and finance [8].
Filtering based topology reconstruction has gained con-
siderable attention recently for unveiling the topology of
dynamically related agents. In [9], moral graph of a directed
network is reconstructed using the magnitude response of
multivariate Wiener filters. [10] provided a method that
showed that the spurious links present in the moral graph can
be removed by checking the phase response of the Wiener
filter between the links. [9] and [11] provided algorithms
for exact network reconstruction where all parent-child re-
lations are uncovered but the results are restricted using
Granger causality to systems with strictly causal dynamical
dependencies. The aforementioned works, [9]-[11], assumed
full network observability. Several works, [13]-[18], have
studied topology identification in the presence of hidden
nodes, but, restricted to radial tree topologies–characterized
by undirected tree topology in [13], for polyforest networks
in [14], and polytree networks in [15]-[17].
In [21]-[24], the authors considered the problem of esti-
mating conditional dependency structure of auto regressive
(AR) Gaussian stochastic processes in the presence of latent
nodes, when time series available is finite. In order to identify
the system identification, the problem was formulated as
sparse plus low-rank decomposition of the inverse of the
power spectral density (PSD) matrix. The articles [21]-[24]
provided guarantees to identify the dependency structure
between two nodes conditioned on observations from the
remaining nodes. However, theoretical guarantees on how ac-
curately the original topology structure can be reconstructed
is not determined.
This article approaches the problem of reconstructing the
topology in the presence of latent nodes from the perspective
of sparse plus low-rank decomposition of the imaginary part
of the inverse of the PSD matrix associated with the observed
nodes. Our work is applicable to any directed graph without
self loops, not restricted to directed acyclic graphs or bi-
directed graphs. In contrast to works in [21]-[24], this article
addresses dynamical dependencies that are linear and time-
invariant where the stochastic processes are not restricted
to be gaussian, which is a larger class than AR Gaussian
models. Moreover, this article reconstructs the topology of
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the underlying linear dynamical model that generates the
data; whereas in [21]-[24] the focus is on unveiling the
dependency between two nodes conditioned on observation
from the remaining nodes. The article establishes analogous
results in [25] for a matrix being decomposable into a sparse
and low rank matrix when the matrix is known to be skew
symmetric. Toward realizing a method for decomposing a
skew symmetric matrix, this article provides a characteriza-
tion for tangent manifolds for skew matrices with a fixed rank
and with a given sparsity pattern. Furthermore, the article
provides a practical, implementable method for formulating
a convex optimization problem that solves for the sparse and
low rank decomposition of a matrix, adding to the techniques
in [25].
The frequency dependent inverse power spectral density
matrix formed from observed time-series data, being com-
plex, has real and imaginary parts. We demonstrate that
the rank-sparsity patterns induced by the network topology
on the imaginary part has properties that can be exploited
toward in the exact reconstruction of network topology.
Here, it is shown that the moral graph and all the spurious
links in the moral graph formed by observed nodes can be
identified. Moreover, assuming conditions on hidden (latent)
nodes, which follow from identifiability conditions, links
between the hidden and observed nodes are reconstructed.
This article also serves as an important bridge between the
works presented in [25] and the works related to network
structure reconstruction [9]-[20].
We summarize below the major contributions of the article.
‚ The article provides a methodology with provable guar-
antees for topology reconstruction of linear dynami-
cal systems with latent nodes, where directed loops
and bidirected edges are allowed. For networks with
distance between hidden nodes ą 4, we obtain the
exact topology of network including links of the hidden
agents.
‚ We provide non-trivial generalizations of results of [25]
to skew symmetric matrices, with exact characterization
of tangent manifolds of skew symmetric matrices with
a given rank and skew symmetric sparse matrices. We
also provide a practical way to select penalty factor for
the convex optimization formulation that yields sparse
plus low-rank matrix decomposition, restricted to skew
symmetric matrices. This contribution is applicable to
general skew symmetric matrix independent of its ap-
plication to topology identification.
‚ The article characterizes non-identifiability issues in
topology reconstruction associated with latent nodes in
linear dynamical systems.
‚ For the more practical scenarios where we have access
only to finite samples of time series at each node, we
provide a concentration bound for estimation error of
PSD matrix.
Notations: Bold capital letters denote matrices and bold
small letters denote vectors. Sn denotes the set of all nˆ n
skew symmetric matrices with real entries. For a matrix
M, rMsij , Mij , or Mpi, jq denote the pi, jq-th element
of M, }M}1 is defined as ři,j |Mij |, }M}8 is defined
as maxij |Mij |, and }M}0 denotes the number of non-zero
entries in M. }M}˚ denotes the nuclear norm, which is the
sum of singular values of M, and }M}2 denotes spectral-
norm, which is defined as the maximum singular value.
supportpMq is defined as tpi, jq : Mij ‰ 0u. For a vector,
}x}2 denotes euclidean-norm, defined as
ař
i x
2
i . λipAq
denotes ith largest eigen value of A and σipAq denotes
ith largest singular value of A. For time series prxiptqqtPZ,
xpzq “ Zrrxpkqs denotes z-transform of rx. For a set S, |S|
denotes cardinality of the set.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, the system model we consider in this article
is presented.
A. Linear Dynamical System
Consider a linear dynamical system with n interact-
ing nodes, each equipped with time series measurements
prxiptqqtPZ, i P t1, . . . , nu, governed by the following convo-
lution model:
rxpkq “ 8ÿ
l“´8
rHplqrxpk ´ lq ` repkq, (1)
where rxpkq “ rrx1pkq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rxnpkqs1, repkq “
rre1pkq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , renpkqs1, reipkq at each node i P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu
is a zero mean wide sense stationary (WSS) process
uncorrelated with rejpkq, j ‰ i. Moreover, the processes
trxipkq, reipkquni“1 are jointly WSS. rHplq P Rnˆn denotes the
weighted adjacency matrix with diagonal entries rHiiplq “ 0,
1 ď i ď n, l P Z.
The above model can by represented using the following
Transfer Function Model (TFM),
xpzq “ Hpzqxpzq ` epzq, (2)
where xpzq “ Zrrxpkqs, Hpzq “ Zr rHpkqs, and epzq “
Zrrepkqs. (1) and (2) provide the generative model for the
time-series data.
In general, there may exist nodes whose observations
are not available and remain hidden. These nodes whose
time-series data are not available will be called hid-
den/latent/unobservable nodes. Vo denotes the set of observ-
able nodes with cardinality no and Vh is the set of latent
nodes with cardinality nh. Xo :“ prxoptqqtPZ, rxoptq P Rno
represents the measured time series corresponding to the
observable nodes space.
B. Graphical Model
The Linear Dynamic Graph (LDG) associated with
the generative model (2) is defined as a directed graph
GpV, Eq (also termed as the generative graph), where V “
t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu and E “ tpi, jq|Hji ‰ 0u. Thus, there exists a
directed edge pi, jq from node i to node j in the generative
graph if and only if Hji ‰ 0. For a directed graph GpV, Eq,
parent set of node j is Ppjq :“ ti|pi, jq P Eu, child set of
node j is Cpjq :“ ti|pj, iq P Eu and spouse set of node j is
Spjq :“ ti|i P PpCpjqqu. The Markov blanket of node i is
Cpiq Y Ppiq Y Spiq. The moral or the kin graph, kpGq, of a
directed graph is the undirected graph obtained by removing
directions in the graph G and adding an undirected edge
between spouses (nodes that have a shared child) if absent.
Similarly, an LDG obtained by restricting the vertex set
to the observed nodes is defined by GopVo, Eoq, where Eo :“
tpi, jq|i, j P Vo and Hji ‰ 0u. The topology of a directed
graph, T pVo, Eoq :“ toppGpVo, Eoqq, is the undirected graph
obtained when the ordering on the edges Eo is removed,
without repetition. Similarly, the moral graph kinpGoq is
defined as the undirected graph obtained by removing the
ordering on the edges Eo and placing an undirected edge
between the pair of nodes with common child in the graph
GopVo, Eoq. We define a path between nodes i and j in an
undirected graph as a set of nodes ti, x0, . . . , xk, ju where
tpi, x0q, px1, x2q, . . . , pxk´1, xkqu Ď E . A directed path in
a directed graph is a path between nodes i and j with the
constraint that all the edges are directed from i towards j.
dhoppi, jq is defined for undirected graphs as the number of
links between nodes i and j on the shortest path connecting
i and j. It can be shown that dhoppi, jq is a metric for
undirected graphs. For a node i P V , the degree of the node
is degpiq :“ |tj P V : pi, jq P Eu|. Note that this definition
is for undirected edges.
III. PROPERTIES OF POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY
MATRICES OF OBSERVED NODES: RELATIONSHIP TO
NETWORK TOPOLOGY
A. Network Topology Identification under complete observ-
ability using IPSD matrix
In this part of the section we present important prelimi-
nary results for reconstruction of moral graphs from power
spectral density matrices and methods on how to remove
spurious edges in the moral graph.
For the graph GpV, Eq, the power spectral density (PSD)
matrix, Φx P Cnˆn is given by,
Φxpωq :“
8ÿ
k“´8
EtrxpkqrxT p0que´jˆωk,@ ω P p´pi, pis, (3)
where jˆ “ ?´1. The PSD matrix Φxpωq of the dynamic
system governed by (2) is Φxpωq “ pI´Hpzqq´1ΦepωqpI´
H˚pzqq´1, and the inverse power spectral density is [9],
Φ´1x pωq “ pI´Hpωqq˚Φ´1e pωqpI´Hpωqq. (4)
Note that Φ´1e pωq is a diagonal matrix, since reipkq is
uncorrelated with rejpkq, for i ‰ j.
The following lemma from [9] provides a sufficient con-
dition to estimate the kin graph of GpV, Eq from the PSD
matrix.
Lemma 1: Consider the generative graph GpV, Eq de-
scribed by (2) with full node observability. Let X :“
prxpkqqkPZ, rxpkq P Rn be the time series generated by
GpV, Eq. Let Φxpωq be the PSD matrix obtained from X .
Then, rΦ´1x pωqsi,j ‰ 0 implies i P Spjq
ŤPpjqŤ Cpjq.
Lemma 1 provides a sufficient condition to reconstruct
the kin graph of the underlying LDG GpV, Eq by observing
the non-zero entries of Φ´1x pωq, that is, if pi, jq-th entry of
Φ´1x pωq is non-zero, then the nodes i and j are either spouses
or in parent child relationship. The conditions under which
rΦ´1x sij “ 0 and Hij ‰ 0 is almost never satisfied for a
typical graph and thus occur rarely (see [10]). The following
lemma from [10] is useful in proving the subsequent results
and helps in exploiting structure of inverse power spectral
density matrix.
Lemma 2: Consider the generative graph GpV, Eq de-
scribed by (2). Let X :“ prxpkqqkPZ, rxpkq P Rn be the
time series generated by GpV, Eq. Let Φxpωq be the PSD
matrix obtained from X . If i and j are strict spouses, that
is, i P Spjq, i R Cpjq Y Ppjq, then,
=rΦ´1x pωqsij “ 0 @ω P p´pi, pis. (5)
Remark 1: Thus, if nodes i and j are strict spouses with
a common child k in the generative graph GpV, Eq, then
=rΦ´1x pωqsij “ 0.
Lemma 2 detects the spurious edges, formed due to strict
spouse connections, based on the phase response of the
inverse PSD (IPSD) matrix, which can be used in separating
the true parent child connection from spouse edges in the
kin graph generated based on Lemma 1.
B. Structure of the IPSD matrix with latent nodes
In the previous subsection we studied the properties of
PSD matrix under the assumption that we have access to
time series information at all nodes. However, topology
identification becomes complicated in the presence of latent
nodes, even leading to lack of identifiability in some cases
(see V-B). Here, we discuss some of the special properties
of the inverse power spectral density matrix in the presence
of latent nodes that are exploited in this article.
By separating observable nodes and latent nodes, we
represent xpzq “
„
xopzq
xhpzq

and epzq “
„
eopzq
ehpzq

, where
xopzq “ Zrrxopkqs, xhpzq “ Zrrxhpkqs, eopzq “ Zrreopkqs,
and ehpzq “ Zrrehpkqs. The TFM in (2) can be expressed as
follows:„
xopzq
xhpzq

“
„
Hoopzq Hohpzq
Hhopzq Hhhpzq
 „
xopzq
xhpzq

`
„
eopzq
ehpzq

. (6)
Letting Φxpzq “
„
Φoopzq Φohpzq
Φhopzq Φhhpzq

and Φ´1x pzq “„
Koopzq Kohpzq
Khopzq Khhpzq

we have that Φ´1oo “ Koo ´
KohK
´1
hhKho, which follows by applying block matrix in-
version formula and using Schurs complement representation
[26]. Furthermore, using (4), the inverse of PSD matrix
corresponding to the observed variables can be written as:
Φ´1oo “S` L, where (7)
S “ pIo ´Ho˚oqΦ´1eo pIo ´Hooq, (8)
L “ H˚hoΦ´1eh Hho ´Ψ˚Λ´1Ψ, (9)
Ψ “ H˚ohΦ´1eo pI´Hooq ` pI´H˚hhqΦ´1eh Hho, and
Λ “ H˚ohΦ´1eo Hoh ` pI´H˚hhqΦ´1eh pI´Hhhq.
As shown in Lemma 1, the moral graph kinpGoq of the
underlying generative graph GpV, Eq can be reconstructed
from the support structure of the matrix S. The limitation
of reconstructing from the support of S is that, in general,
the moral graph can be dense when compared to the true
topology, among the observable nodes [27]. Indeed, consider
a network with n agents. Suppose that node n is a child of
all the remaining n ´ 1 nodes and that the other nodes are
not directly connected to each other. Then, the moral graph
is a fully connected network.
We show in Theorem 1 below that the imaginary part
of S inherently forces the entries corresponding to edges
between strict spouse (spouses that do not have a parent-
child relationship) edges to zero. Thus, the locations of the
non-zero entries in =tSu yields the true topology among the
observed nodes, eliminating the spurious edges. We provide
an assumption here.
Assumption 1: For any 1 ď i, j ď n, i ‰ j, if Hijpejˆωq ‰
0, then Hijpejˆωq is not strictly real constant.
We remark that all transfer function in real world have
a roll-off in magnitude; for such systems, Assumption 1 is
satisfied.
Theorem 1: Consider the generative graph GpV, Eq de-
scribed by (2). Let S be given by (8) and pEo :“ tpi, jq :
=pSijq ‰ 0u. Then, pEo Ď Eo. Moreover, under Assumption
1, Eˆ0 “ E almost surely. That is, supportp=pSqq reconstructs
the true topology among the observable nodes, T pVo, Eoq,
almost everywhere.
Proof: From (8), we observe that S “ S˚, which is
true if and only if =pSq is anti-symmetric, and this implies
that the diagonal entries of =pSq are zeros.
From Lemma 2 and Remark 1, we have that the spurious
edges (corresponding to strict spouses) in the inverse PSD
matrices are strictly real valued. Then, we have the following
conclusions on the entries of S:"
=pSijq ‰ 0 : if i P Cpjq or i P Ppjq in GopVo, Eoq,
=pSijq “ 0 : otherwise.
Based on these conclusions, we have that if =pSijq is non-
zero, then either i P Cpjq or i P Ppjq. In other words, if i and
j are strict spouses, then =pSijq “ 0 “ =pSijq. Moreover,
=pSiiq “ 0.
The converse is not true in general. That is, if =pSijq “ 0,
then i, j need not be in parent-child relationship. However,
these are pathological events as shown in [9] and by As-
sumption 1. The theorem follows.
The following theorem shows that the imaginary part of
the matrix S is sparse if the true topology T pVo, Eoq is
sparse, while the imaginary part of the matrix L is a low
rank matrix if nh ăă no. This particular structure aids in
decomposing =tΦ´1oo u into =tSu and =tLu.
Theorem 2: Consider the generative graph GpV, Eq de-
scribed by (2). Let T pVo, Eoq be the undirected topology
graph of GpV, Eq, restricted to the observed nodes. The
following holds:
|supportp=tSuq| ď 2|Eo|, (10)
rankp=tLuq ď 2nh. (11)
Proof: Proof is provided in Appendix A
Remark 2: The equality in (10) holds for all the networks
satisfying Assumption 1 almost surely (see [10]).
Remark 3: Here, we are interested in the scenarios where
|Eo| “ Opnq; note that the possible number of interconnec-
tions in a graph of n nodes is n2. In this sense, =pSq is con-
sidered sparse. If we can uniquely decompose =pΦ´1oo pωqq
into the sparse matrix =pSq and the low rank matrix =pLq,
then the topology among the observed nodes T pVo, Eoq can
be obtained directly along with a lower bound on nh. Further,
in Section V, we reconstruct the exact topology associated
with hidden nodes under non-restrictive assumptions.
Based on the above discussion we formulate the problem
we are exploring in this paper.
Problem 1: Suppose we are given a time series data
Xo corresponding to the observable nodes, generated by
the underlying generative graph GpV, Eq. Then, reconstruct
the topology of GpV, Eq using matrix decomposition of
=tΦ´1oo pωqu for some ω P p´pi, pis.
In the next section, we discuss the problem of decom-
posing =pΦ´1oo pωqq into sparse and low-rank components in
detail.
IV. SPARSE PLUS LOW-RANK MATRIX DECOMPOSITION
FOR SKEW SYMMETRIC MATRICES
In this section, we discuss the following problem: suppose
we are given a real skew symmetric matrix C P Sn that is
obtained by adding a sparse matrix S˜ P Sn and a low-rank
matrix L˜ P Sn; when can we decompose the matrix and
retrieve the component matrices? The material presented in
this section provides the needed preliminaries and extensions
of results from [25], which does not incorporate constraints
of skew symmetry.
A. Optimization framework for sparse plus low-rank decom-
position
Consider the following optimization problem.
ppSγ , pLγq “ arg min
S,L
γ}S}0 ` rankpLq (12)
subject to S` L “ C,
S` ST “ 0, L` LT “ 0,
where γ is a fixed penalty, selected a priori. (12) is a
combinatorial optimization problem and is NP-hard [28]. `1
norm is often employed as a surrogate for `0 norm [29],
with nuclear norm being a proxy for rank [30]. Thus a more
tractable convex relaxation associated with (12) is:
ppSγ , pLγq “ arg min
S,L
γ}S}1 ` }L}˚ (13)
subject to S` L “ C,
S` ST “ 0, L` LT “ 0.
Remark 4: Given C “ ´CT , imposing the constraint S`
ST “ 0 renders L` LT superfluous.
In this article, the convex formulation in (13) is applied
for retrieving the sparse and low-rank components from the
given C.
B. Affine varieties and tangent spaces
In the seminal work [25], the convex optimization problem
(13) without the constraints ST “ ´S and LT “ ´L is
considered, which provided sufficient conditions to retrieve
S˜ and L˜ exactly. The results in [25] established results for
general square matrices with a real field. In this section,
we extend the results to skew symmetric matrices in real
field, Sn. In order to address the decomposition, we consider
the sparse matrix sets as an affine variety and low-rank
matrix sets as a manifold. We characterize the necessary and
sufficient conditions required for the unique decomposition
in terms of the tangent space to the affine variety of sup-
port constrained skew symmetric matrices at S˜–the original
sparse matrix–and the tangent space to the manifold of rank
constrained skew symmetric matrices at L˜–the original low
rank matrix. Note that an affine variety is defined as the zero
set of a system of polynomial equations [31].
Remark 5: The eigen values of skew symmetric matrices
with real entries have the property that all the non-zero eigen
values are pure imaginary and they exist in conjugate pairs.
Therefore, the rank r of every skew symmetric matrix must
be even, and the multiplicity of the singular values must be
a positive multiple of two.
Next, we provide definitions of tangent spaces, specific to
skew symmetric matrices in real field, as our major focus
in this article is on imaginary part of Hermitian matrices.
The affine variety of skew symmetric matrices constrained
by support size m is defined as:
Spmq :“ tM P Sn : |supportpMq| ď mu. (14)
Notice that Spmq is defined over the space of all skew
symmetric matrices, Sn, i.e., the set of all matrices M P
Rnˆn with MT “ ´M. We establish the following result
on tangent spaces of sparse real skew symmetric matrices.
Lemma 3: For any skew symmetric matrix M P Sn, the
tangent space ΩpMq with respect to Sp|supportpMq|q at M
is:
ΩpMq :“ tN P Sn : supportpNq Ď supportpMqu. (15)
Proof: See Appendix B
The dimension of this tangent space is supportpMq{2 owing
to the skew symmetric property.
We define the set of skew symmetric matrices of rank r
as:
Rprq :“ tM P Sn : rankpMq “ ru. (16)
It is shown in [32] that Rprq is a differential manifold, whose
dimension is nr ´ r2´r2 .
Lemma 4: For any skew symmetric matrix M P Sn, the
tangent space T pMq with respect to RprankpMqq at M is:
T pMq :“ tUXT ´XUT : X P Rnˆru, (17)
where M “ UDVT is singular value decomposition of M.
Proof: See Appendix C.
The dimension of T pMq is nr ´ r2´r2 .
The following lemma is obtained based on Remark 5.
Lemma 5: Let M P Sn be a skew symmetric matrix and
let M “ UDVT be singular value decomposition of M,
D :“ diagpσ1, . . . , σrq with σ1 ě σ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě σr, where r
is the rank of M. Then, the projection matrices UUT and
VVT of the given skew symmetric matrix M are equal.
Proof: See Appendix D
C. Unique decomposition
Suppose we have prior information about ΩpS˜q and T pL˜q,
in addition to being given C “ S˜ ` L˜. Then, it can be
shown that a necessary and sufficient condition for unique
identifiability of pS˜, L˜q in terms of the tangent spaces is
ΩpS˜q X T pL˜q “ t0u, (18)
i.e., the tangent spaces ΩpS˜q and T pL˜q intersect transversely.
In other words, if the tangent spaces intersect only at origin,
then we can retrieve the component matrices S˜ and L˜, if we
have access to ΩpS˜q and T pL˜q. Given exact characterization
of tangent spaces for real skew symmetric matrices in
Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, it is possible to test for the necessary
and sufficient transversality condition for a given matrix
M. Now, analogous to development in [25], we strive to
obtain the sparse and low rank decomposition using convex
optimization.
D. Sparse plus low rank decomposition using optimization
In general, it is not possible to recover the original sparse
and low rank matrices by solving (13). To begin with, the
solution of the optimization problem depends intricately on
the penalty factor γ. In Proposition 3, we prove that for
γ close to zero the optimal solution ppSγ , pLγq returned by
(13) is pC,0q, whereas for γ sufficiently large ppSγ , pLγq “
p0,Cq.
Another issue in decomposing the given matrix C is if
either S˜ is low-rank, or L˜ is sparse. For example, suppose
that the low rank matrix L˜ is such that L˜11 ‰ 0 with every
other entry zero, and S˜ be any sparse matrix with S˜11 ‰
0. Then, the optimization may return pC,0q or p0,Cq as
the solution depends on the rank of S˜. Another example
where the unique decomposition is not possible is when S˜
has support restricted to the first column and the first column
of L˜ negates all the entries of S. Then, a reasonable solution
is p0,Cq.
Next, we characterize the optimal regions of (13) and
provide sufficient conditions under which it obtain the unique
decomposition, i.e., returns the true sparse and low-rank
matrices.
The following proposition provides a sufficient condition
for (13) to return the optimum solution ppSγ , pLγq “ pS˜, L˜q.
Proposition 1: Suppose that C “ S˜ ` L˜, C ‰ 0 where
S˜, L˜ P Sn is given. Then, pS˜, L˜q is the unique optimizer of
(13) if the following conditions are satisfied:
1) ΩpS˜q X T pL˜q “ t0u.
2) There exist duals Q1,Q2 P Rnˆn such that
(a) PΩpS˜qpQ1 ´Q2 ´QT2 q “ γsignpS˜q,
(b) PT pL˜qpQ1q “ UVT ,
(c) }PΩpS˜qC pQ1 ´Q2 ´QT2 q}8 ă γ,
(d) }PTKpQ1q}2 ă 1.
Proof: See Appendix E
E. Sufficient conditions to retrieve S˜ and L˜
Here, we provide some sufficient conditions that guarantee
the existence of the duals Q1 and Q2 discussed in Proposi-
tion 1.
The following definitions are used to characterize the
properties of the tangent spaces.
µpS˜q :“ max
NPΩpS˜q:}N}8ď1
}N}2, (19)
ξpL˜q :“ max
NPT pL˜q:}N}2ď1
}N}8. (20)
Remark 6: Our definitions of µpS˜q and ξpL˜q are different
from the respective definitions in [25]. In fact, the values of
our µ and ξ are less than or equal to the respective values
in [25].
The following proposition provides a sufficient condition
to obtain the unique decomposition.
Proposition 2: Suppose that C “ S˜`L˜ is given. Suppose
that
µpS˜qξpL˜q ă 1
6
. (21)
Then, the unique optimum for (13) is ppSγ , pLγq “ pS˜, L˜q if
γ P
˜
ξpL˜q
1´ 4µpS˜qξpL˜q ,
1´ 3µpS˜qξpL˜q
µpS˜q
¸
. (22)
Proof: See Appendix F.
Remark 7: The range of values in (22) is a superset of
the range specified in [25]. In the worst case, (22) would
return the same interval specified in [25], due to difference
in definitions of the tangent spaces, ΩpS˜q and T pL˜q.
Next, we define degmax of a matrix M as:
degmaxpMq :“ max
˜
max
1ďiďn
˜
nÿ
j“1
1tMij‰0u
¸
,
max
1ďjďn
˜
nÿ
i“1
1tMij‰0u
¸¸
, (23)
where 1tx‰0u :“ 1 if x ‰ 0 and 1tx‰0u :“ 0 if x “ 0
denotes the indicator function.
We define the maximum incoherence of the row/column
space of the real skew symmetric matrix M as:
incpMq :“ max
k
}UUT ek}2. (24)
This definition is different from the one in [25] due to Lemma
5.
The following lemma extends the sufficient condition in
Proposition 2 in terms of degmax and maximum incoherence.
Lemma 6: Let C “ S˜ ` L˜ with degmaxpS˜q defined by
(23) and incpL˜q given by (24). If degmaxpS˜qincpL˜q ă 112 ,
then the unique optimum of the convex program (13) is
ppSγ , pLγq “ pS˜, L˜q for a range of values of γ given by:
γ P
˜
2incpL˜q
1´ 8degmaxpS˜qincpL˜q
,
1´ 6degmaxpS˜qincpL˜q
degmaxpS˜q
¸
.
(25)
Proof: The proof is similar to Corollary 3 in [25], and
is skipped due to space constraint.
Thus, by picking a proper γ the convex optimization (13)
returns the unique decomposition pS˜, L˜q without the need to
determine ΩpS˜q and T pL˜q.
Remark 8: Lemma 6 provides a conservative sufficient
condition and hence covers only a subclass of uniquely de-
composable matrices. In Section VII we provide an example
that does not satisfy the sufficient conditions, but still is
uniquely decomposable using Algorithm 1, i.e., the network
satisfies the transverse intersection (18), but not the sufficient
condition in Lemma 6.
It can be observed from the structure of singular vectors in
the projection matrix UUT that n must be large for incprLq
to be small enough to satisfy the condition in Lemma 6.
Moreover, using the results from [33], it can be shown that
the number of non-zero entries in rS must be at most Opnq
for the sufficient conditions to hold.
The convex program (13) is equivalent to the following
formulation with the mapping t “ γ1`γ , where t P r0, 1s:
ppSt, pLtq “ arg min
S,L
t}S}1 ` p1´ tq}L}˚ (26)
subject to S` L “ C,
ST “ ´S, LT “ ´L.
The following definitions are used to measure the closeness
of the estimated matrices with the true matrices.
tolt :“ }
pSt ´ S˜}F
}S˜}F
` }pLt ´ L˜}F}L˜}F , (27)
diff t :“ p}pSt´ ´ pSt}F q ` p} pLt´ ´ pLt}F q, (28)
where }.}F denotes the Frobenius norm and  ą 0 is a
sufficiently small fixed constant.
Note that tolt requires the knowledge of the true matrices
S˜ and L˜, whereas diff t does not require any such prior
information. Moreover, the mapping between t and γ is one-
to-one.
In practice, we may not have access to any extra informa-
tion other than C; thus determining t required for the unique
decomposition from Lemma 6 and tolt becomes difficult.
Here we provide guidance on which t (and this γ) to be
employed. The following proposition provides a systematic
approach to identify a proper penalty factor t for the unique
decomposition.
Proposition 3: Suppose we are given a matrix C, which
is obtained by summing S˜ and L˜, where S˜ is a sparse
matrix and L˜ is a low-rank matrix. If S˜ and L˜ satisfies
degmaxpS˜qincpL˜q ă 1{12, then there exist at least three
regions where difft “ 0. In particular, there exists an interval
rt1, t2s Ă r0, 1s with 0 ă t1 ă t2 ă 1 such that ppSt, pLtq “
pS˜, L˜q for any t P rt1, t2s
Proof: See Appendix G
Corollary 1: By solving (26) and calculating difft for
every t P tε, 2ε, . . . , 1u we obtain pSt and pLt and the zero
regions specified in Proposition 3, specifically rt1, t2s, 0 ă
t1 ă t2 ă 1, where difft “ 0. For a given t P rt1, t2s, if
degmaxpSˆtqincpLˆtq ă 1{12, then the decomposition is exact,
that is, tolt “ 0 and ppSt, pLtq “ pS˜, L˜q.
Remark 9: Proposition 3 and Corollary 1 are applicable in
any general sparse plus low-rank matrix decomposition, and
is not restricted to skew symmetric matrix decomposition.
Remark 10: Conversely, if there are only two zero re-
gions, t close to zero and t close to 1, then we can assert
that it may not be possible to obtain unique decomposition
with this approach. Simulation results show that t P r.26, .4s
is a good region to look for t.
Based on Proposition 3 and Corollary 1, we propose
Algorithm 1 to obtain the unique decomposition, which
returns the estimated sparse matrix pS and estimated low-rank
matrix pL.
V. TOPOLOGY RECONSTRUCTION
In this section, we provide results on how the sparse
plus low-rank matrix decomposition can be employed in
recovering the exact topology of a given dynamic network.
A. Decomposition of =tΦ´1oo pωqu
Recall the expression for Φ´1oo pωq obtained in (7) for
ω P p´pi, pis. The decomposition in (7) can be rewritten
as <tΦ´1oo pωqu ` j=tΦ´1oo pωqu “ p<tSpωqu ` <tLpωquq `
jp=tSpωqu ` =tLpωqqu, whereby <tΦ´1oo pωqu can be used
to decompose p<tSpωqu,<tLpωquq and =tΦ´1oo pωqu can
be used to decompose p=tSpωqu,=tLpωquq. For notational
simplicity we drop ω in =tSpωqu. As shown in Theorem
2, =tSu is sparse–convenient for exact decomposition. We
focus on decomposing =tΦ´1oo u in sparse matrix =pSq and
low rank matrix =pLq. The convex optimization formulation
(26) retrieves the ground truth =pSq and =pLq for appropri-
ately selected γ. We now apply Algorithm 1 to decompose
C :“ =tΦ´1oo pωqu for all ω P r´pi, piq to obtain =pSq and
=pLq.
B. Non-identifiability of hidden node and Assumptions
In this part of the article, we analyze identifiability of the
network topology inherent to the graph structure and not
limited to any specific reconstruction method. We illustrate
the non-identifiability via examples.
Fig. 1a and Fig. 1d represent generative graphs with
generative models given by rx1 “ re1, rx2 “ rx1 `řni“4 h2i ˚rxipkq ` re2, rx3 “ h32 ˚ rx2pkq ` re3, and rx2 “ řni“4 h2i ˚rxipkq ` eˆ2, rx3 “ h32 ˚ rx2pkq ` re3. Here, eˆ2 “ re2 ` re1
respectively, where node 1 is latent. The observed node time
series generated by two generative models are identical and
hence from Φ´1oo the two models are indistinguishable.
Similarly, consider the generative graphs shown in Fig. 1b
and Fig. 1e with generative models given by rx1 “ re1, rx2 “rx1 `řni“4 h2i ˚ rxipkq ` re2, rx3 “ h32 ˚ rx2pkq ` re3, rx1 “re1, rx2 “ rx1 ` řni“4 h2i ˚ rxipkq ` re2 respectively, where
Algorithm 1 Matrix decomposition
Input: Nodal time series txipkqu8k“´8 for nodes i Pt1, 2, ..., nou in the generative graph Go, ε, ω P r´pi, piq
Output: Matrices =pSpωqq and =pLpωqq
1: Estimate Φ´1oo pωq from txipkqu8k“´8, i P Vo and set
C “ =tΦ´1oo pωqu
2: Initialize ppS0, pL0q “ pC,0q
3: for all t P tε, 2ε, . . . , 1u do
4: Solve the convex optimization (26) and calculate
diff t in (28)
5: end for
6: Identify the three regions where difft is zero and denote
the middle region as rt1, t2s. Pick a t0 P rt1, t2s and the
corresponding pair pSˆt0 , Lˆt0q.
7: ppS, pLq “ ppSt0 , pLt0q
8: if degmaxpSˆt0qincpLˆt0q ă 112 then
9: p=pSpωqq,=pLpωqqq “ ppS, pLq
10: Return p=pSpωqq,=pLpωqqq
11: end if
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Fig. 1: Non-identifiability of hidden node (red in color): (a)
hidden node is a terminal and strict parent (b) hidden node
is a terminal and strict child (c) hidden node does not have
a child (d) Markov blankets of hidden nodes 1 and 2
overlapped.
node 3 is latent. Again, the time series among the observable
nodes generated by both the generative graphs are the same
and hence the two models are indistinguishable.
Based on the aforementioned discussion we make the
following assumptions for identifiability of a hidden node.
Assumption 2: Any hidden node kh in GpV, Eq has at least
one observed-child c P Vo. Further, kh is a parent or child
of another observable node j P Voztcu.
We next illustrate that non-identifiability issues arise when
the Markov Blankets of hidden nodes overlap. Consider
generative graphs shown in Fig. 1c and Fig. 1f with gen-
erative models given by rx3 “ řni“5 h3i ˚ rxipkq ` re3, rx1 “rx3 ` re1, rx2 “ rx3 ` re2, rx4 “ rx1 ` rx2 ` re4, and rx3 “řn
i“5 h3i ˚ rxipkq ` re3, rx1 “ rx3 ` eˆ1, rx4 “ rx1 ` re4, where
eˆ1 “ re1 ` re2 , respectively, where nodes 1 and 2 are latent.
Both generative models result in the same observed time
series, which leads to non-identifiability of hidden node 2.
Hence, we make the following assumption about the spatial
distribution of hidden nodes in the generative graph GpV, Eq.
Assumption 3: For every distinct kh, k1h P Vh,
dhoppkh, k1hq ą 4.
Assumption 3 is sufficient to ensure that Markov blankets
of any two distinct hidden nodes kh and k1h do not overlap.
When the intersection of the Markov blankets of kh and
kh1 contain more than one observable node, then one of the
hidden node kh or kh1 is non-identifiable (see the illustration
associated with Fig. 1c). If the intersection has at most one
node, then both the hidden nodes are identifiable. We make
the slightly more conservative assumption that the Markov
blankets of hidden nodes are non-overlapping. Moreover, the
implication of Assumption 3 is that the Markov blanket of a
hidden node h P Vh is tPphq Y Cphq Y Sphqu P Vo.
Remark 11: Note that Assumption 3 might seem stronger
than Assumption 2 in [13]. However, [13] restricted attention
to radial topologies associated with bi-directed generative
graphs and assumed that the hidden nodes are at least three
hops away from the leaf nodes. On the contrary, algorithms
in this article can reconstruct any general linear dynamic
network, including loopy networks.
C. Reconstruction of T pV, Eq:
The topology, T pV, Eq, of the generative graph GpV, Eq
will be reconstructed in three steps: (a) recover the topol-
ogy restricted to observed nodes given by T pVo, Eoq, (b)
determine the number of hidden nodes nh in generative
graph GpV, Eq and (c) reconstruct topology associated with
each hidden node. We denote the reconstructed topology
as T pVR, ERq. The reconstruction is said to be exact when
T pV, Eq “ T pVR, ERq. Once we obtain the matrices =pSq
and =pLq from Algorithm 1, we proceed with first task of re-
constructing the topology among observed nodes T pVo, Eoq.
From Theorem 1, we obtain T pVo, Eoq from the loca-
tions of the non-zero entries of =pSq. Based on this prop-
erty of =pSq, we propose Algorithm 2, which reconstructs
T pVo, ERq, where Vo is the set of observable nodes and ER
is the undirected edge set reconstructed from =pSq, that is,
ER :“ tpi, jq|=pSijq ‰ 0u. Apart from pathological cases,
T pVo, ERq is identical to T pVo, Eoq.
Algorithm 2 Topology reconstruction of observable nodes
Input: =pSpωqq from Algorithm 1, threshold τ
Output: Reconstructed topology among observable nodes
T pVo, ERq
1: Edge sets ER Ð tu
2: for all pi, jq P t1, 2, ..., nuŚt1, 2, ..., nu do
3: if |=pSijpωqq| ą τ then
4: ER Ð ERŤtpi, jqu
5: end if
6: end for
7: Vo Ð t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu
8: Return T pVo, ERq
We now proceed with estimating number of hidden nodes
and reconstructing the topology associated with hidden nodes
using =pLq. We provide the following definition and the-
orems which are useful tools for reconstructing topology
around the hidden nodes.
Definition 1: For i, j P Vo and hidden node h P Vh,
define DEhpi, jq “ tg1, g2, g3, g4, g5, g6, g7, g8, g9u, where
i Ñ h is denoted as pi, hq with g1 “ tph, iq, ph, jqu, g2 “
tph, iq, pj, hqu, g3 “ tph, iq, ph, kqpj, kqu, @k P Vozti, ju,
g4 “ tpi, hq, ph, jqu, g5 “ tpi, hq, ph, kq, pj, kqu, @k P
Vozti, ju, g6 “ tpi, kq, ph, kq, pj, hqu, @k P Vozti, ju,
g7 “ tpi, kq, ph, kq, ph, jqu, @k P Vozti, ju, g8 “
tph, iq, pj, iqu and g9 “ tpi, hq, pi, jqu.
DEhpi, jq enumerates all the possible paths between two
observable nodes i, j present in the Markov blanket of
hidden node h. We now present a result which infers the
Markov blanket of a hidden node h in GpV, Eq from non-
zero locations in matrix =pLq.
Theorem 3: Consider two distinct nodes i, j P Vo. The
following statements hold:
(a) If =pLijq ‰ 0, then there exists g P DEhpi, jq such
that g P GpV, Eq, for some h P Vh.
(b) If =pLijq ‰ 0, then there exists an h P Vh such that
dhoppi, hq ` dhoppj, hq ď 3.
(c) Given =pLijq ‰ 0. Suppose there exist g1 P DEh1pi, jq
and g2 P DEh2pi, jq connecting i and j such that
g1, g2 P GpV, Eq, for some h1, h2 P Vh. Then h1 “ h2.
Proof: See Appendix H
Remark 12: We note that, for a set of system parameters,
noise statistics can be construed such that a g P DEhpi, jq
is present in the generative graph GpV, Eq, with =pLijq “ 0.
We remark that such cases are not typical and are considered
pathological; we will assume that the converse of Theorem
3(a) holds almost everywhere.
Thus, based on the locations of non-zero entries in =pLq,
we construct VH “ ti|i P Vo, Dk P Vozi s.t. =pLikq ‰ 0u
and EH “ tpi, jq|i, j P VH ,=pLijq ‰ 0u. The following re-
sult shows that pVH , EHq is disjoint collection of connected
undirected graphs (see Fig. 4b for example). Moreover, the
number of connected undirected graphs in EH is equal to
number of hidden nodes nh in the generative graph GpV, Eq.
Theorem 4: Given =pLq, construct the following: VH “
ti|i P Vo, Dk P Vozi s.t. =pLikq ‰ 0u, EH “ tpi, jq|i, j P
VH ,=pLijq ‰ 0u. For every hidden node l P Vh, let Ml “
PplqYCplqYSplq, Ql “ tpi, jq|i, j PMl,=pLijq ‰ 0u. Then
(a) Ml1
Ş
Ml2 “ H, for all l1, l2 P Vh, l1 ‰ l2.
(b) Ql1
Ş
Ql2 “ H, for all l1, l2 P Vh, l1 ‰ l2.
(c) VH “
nhŤ
l“1
Ml.
(d) EH “
nhŤ
l“1
Ql.
Proof: Proof is provided in Appendix I.
Remark 13: The above theorem estimates the number of
hidden nodes nh as the number of connected undirected
graphs in EH . Each connected component pMl, Qlq is due to
a hidden node l P Vh, that is, Ml contains the nodes which
are Markov blanket of l in GpV, Eq (we emphasis that the
undirected edges in Ql are not necessarily present in the true
topology T pV, Eqq. The only task remaining in constructing
the topology T pV, Eq of generative graph is finding the con-
nections of each hidden node with observable nodes. For this
purpose, we consider each connected component pMl, Qlq,
and reconstruct the topology associated with hidden node l.
We now provide a result which will reconstruct the exact
topology associated with hidden node l from degree of nodes
in pMl, Qlq. We show that the information about degree of
each node is sufficient to reconstruct the topology associated
with hidden node l.
Theorem 5: Consider a hidden node l P Vh and its
associated undirected graph pMl, Qlq as defined in pre-
vious theorem. Define αl :“ maxjPMldegMlpjq, where
degMlpiq :“ |tj P Mlzi : pi, jq P Qlu|. The following
holds: Dk P Ml such that degMlpkq ă αl if and only if
|PplqzpCplq Y Splqq| ě 2 or |SplqzpCplq Y Pplqq| ě 2 in
GpV, Eq.
Proof: Refer Appendix J
Remark 14: From the proof of above theorem, the follow-
ing holds:
(a) Consider a node a1 P Cplq Y pPplq X Splqq. Then, for
every a2 P pCplq Y Pplq Y Splqqzta1u, pa1, a2q P Ql.
(b) Consider a strict spouse, s1 P SplqzpCplqYPplqq. Then,
for any a1 P Cplq Y Pplq, ps1, a1q P Ql.
(c) Consider a strict parent, p1 P PplqzpCplqYSplqq. Then,
for any a1 P Cplq Y Splqztp1u, pp1, a1q P Ql.
Regardless of the number of strict spouses and strict
parents in the generative graph, GpV, Eq, for Ml “ Cplq Y
Pplq Y Splq, the following holds from paq, pbq and pcq: for
i P Cplq Y pPplq X Splqq and for k P Mlzi, pi, kq P Ql.
That is, a node from Cplq Y pPplq X Splqq is connected
to every other node from Ml in Ql. Hence, degMlpiq “
|Ml|´1 and it is the node with maximum degree. Therefore,
Cplq Y tPplq X Splqu “ ti|i P Ml, degMlpiq “ |Ml| ´ 1u.
The nodes in Ml with degMlpiq ă |Ml| ´ 1 are either strict
parents or strict spouses of hidden node l.
We provide the following assumption which is needed
for exact reconstruction of topology associated with hidden
nodes. When the below assumption is violated, that is the
number of strict spouse for a hidden node h is one, then
there will be a single false edge present in the reconstructed
topology associated with the hidden node. That is, the strict
spouse of a hidden node h will be considered as a neighbor
in the reconstructed topology associated with hidden node
h. The number of such false edges reconstructed for a
network is limited to a maximum of one per hidden node.
Nevertheless, to avoid these false edges associated with a
hidden node, we make the following assumption.
Assumption 4: In the generative graph, GpV, Eq, for any
hidden node, h P Vh, if there exists a strict spouse, then there
must exist at least one more strict spouse associated with h.
Based on the above theorem and assumption, we pro-
pose Algorithm 3, which outputs the reconstructed topology
T pVR, ERq that is identical to the true topology T pV, Eq of
the generative graph GpV, Eq. The Algorithm 3 consists of
three parts as outlined below.
(a) From non-zero elements of =pLq, determine VH and
EH . The graph pVH , EHq will be a disjoint collection
of connected graphs
nhŤ
l“1
pMl, Qlq. The number of hidden
nodes, nh, is given by the number of connected graphs.
This is done in steps 1 ´ 10. VH and EH are both
initialized with tu (steps 11´ 12).
(b) For each pMl, Qlq, we create a hidden node hl and
add this to VH (steps 15 ´ 16). Next, we construct
the topology associated with hl. For this, we compute
the degree of each node in pMl, Qlq and calculate its
maximum, αl (step 17). We check if there is a node in
Ml with degree smaller than αl. If there is no node in
Ml with degree smaller than αl, then add undirected
edge phl, iq to EH for all i P Ml (steps 18 ´ 28).
Otherwise, we collect the nodes in Ml with degree
αl in the set dhl and the nodes with degree smaller
than αl in the set ĂMl (steps 29 ´ 38). The vertex set
dhl “ CphlqYPphlqYSphlq. Thus, add phl, iq to EH for
all i P dhl (steps 39´ 41). The nodes in ĂMl are either
strict parents of hl or strict spouses of hl in GpV, Eq.
We find the strict parents from ĂMl and add their edges
with hl to EH (steps 42´ 47).
(c) Repeat (b) for all l “ t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nhu (step 13). Assign
VR as VH YVo and ER as EH YEo (steps 49´50). The
reconstructed topology of the generative graph GpV, Eq
is T pVR, ERq (step 51).
The reconstructed topology T pVR, ERq is identical to the
true topology T pV, Eq of the generative graph GpV, Eq.
Till now, we have investigated topology identification
under the assumption that the perfect PSD matrix is available.
However, in practice, we have access only to finite number
of observations of the time series. In the next section, we
show that if the number of observations, N , is large enough,
then each entry of the estimated inverse PSD matrix can
be brought -close to the actual inverse PSD matrix. Note
that we do not assume the presence of any latent node here.
The analysis in this section is applicable to networks with
or without latent nodes.
VI. IPSD ESTIMATION FROM FINITE TIME SERIES
In this section we investigate the effect of finite data size
on the estimation of the inverse PSD matrix. We show that
with high probability the entries of the estimated inverse PSD
matrix are close to the original inverse PSD matrix.
To begin with, recall that equation (1) can be rewritten as
rxpnq “ 8ÿ
k“´8
rξpkqepn´ kq, n P Z (29)
where ξpzq :“ pI´Hpzqq´1.
Similar to [34], for the convenience of analysis, we define:
Hρpl, Lq :“ tpxpnqq : 0 ă l ď |λpξpzqq| ď L, for |z| ď ρu, (30)
where λpξpzqq denotes eigen values of ξpzq, and restrict
ourselves to the family Hρpl, Lq.
Algorithm 3 Full Topology reconstruction with hidden nodes
Input: =pLq from Algorithm 1, threshold τ and T pVo, ERq
from Algorithm 2
Output: T pVR, ERq, reconstructed topology of the genera-
tive graph GpV, Eq
1: VH Ð tu
2: EH Ð tu
3: for all pi, jq P t1, 2, ..., nuŚt1, 2, ..., nu do
4: if |=pLijq| ą τ then
5: EH Ð EH Ťtpi, jqu
6: VH Ð VH Ťti, ju
7: end if
8: end for
9: pVH , EHq “
nhŤ
l“1
pMl, Qlq such that Ml1XMl2 “ Ql1XQl2 “
H for all l1, l2 P t1, 2, ..., nhu, l1 ‰ l2.
10: nh : number of disconnected connected graphs in EH
11: Vertex set VH Ð tu
12: Edge set EH Ð tu
13: for all l P t1, 2, ..., nhu do
14: flag = 0
15: add a hidden node hl
16: VH Ð VH Ťthlu
17: αl :“ maxjPMldegMlpjq
18: for all i PMl do
19: if degMlpiq ă αl then
20: flag = 1
21: break
22: end if
23: end for
24: if flag == 0 then
25: for all i PMl do
26: EH Ð EH Ťtpi, hlqu
27: end for
28: end if
29: if flag == 1 then
30: dhl Ð tu, ĂMl Ð tu
31: for all i PMl do
32: if degMlpiq ““ αl then
33: dhl Ð tdhlu Y tiu
34: end if
35: if degMlpiq ă αl then
36: ĂMl Ð ĂMl Y tiu
37: end if
38: end for
39: for all k P dhl do
40: EH Ð EH Ťtpk, hlqu
41: end for
42: for all k P ĂMl do
43: if pk, dq R ER for all d P dhl then
44: EH Ð EH Ťtpk, hlqu
45: end if
46: end for
47: end if
48: end for
49: VR Ð VH Y Vo
50: ER Ð EH Y ER
51: Return VR, ER
A. Estimation error
Here, we characterize the difference between the actual
PSD matrix, corresponding to availability of infinite time
series, and the PSD matrix estimated from finite time series.
We assume that the true correlation function Rxpkq “
ErrxpnqrxT pn` kqs follows the relation
}Rxpkq}8 ď C1ρ´k, (31)
for some ρ such that |ρ| ă 1. Note that this assumption is
common in scalar Gaussian processes and is an example of
strongly mixing process (see [34] and the references therein
for details).
In order to bound }Φ´1x pωq ´ pΦ´1x pωq}8, we employ
a concentration bound for }Φxpωq ´ pΦxpωq}8 to bound
}Φ´1x pωq ´ pΦ´1x pωq}8. Let sΦxpωq denote the truncated ver-
sion of the PSD matrix, and let pΦxpωq be the PSD matrix
estimated from data. Thus, sΦxpωq “ řpk“´pRxpkqe´jˆωk,
and pΦxpωq “ řpk“´p pRxpkqe´jˆωk, where
pRxpkq “ 1
N ´ k
N´kÿ
l“1
xpnqxT pl ` kq (32)
is the estimated correlation matrix. Note that,
}Φxpωq ´ pΦxpωq}8
ď }Φxpωq ´ sΦxpωq}8 ` }sΦxpωq ´ pΦxpωq}8. (33)
}Φxpωq ´ sΦxpωq}8 is truncation error, which denotes the
error in truncating PSD to order p, and }sΦxpωq ´ pΦxpωq}8
is estimation error, which denotes the error in estimating the
p-th order truncated PSD matrix.
Proposition 4: Consider a linear dynamic system gov-
erned by (1). Suppose that the autocorrelation function
Rxpkq satisfies (31). For any ε ą 0, if
p ě logρ
ˆ p1´ ρqε
2C1
˙
´ 1, (34)
then, the truncation error
}Φxpωq ´ sΦxpωq}8 ď ε. (35)
Proof: See Appendix K.
Note that
}sΦxpωq ´ pΦxpωq}8 “ ›››››
pÿ
k“´p
”
Rxpkq ´ pRxpkqı e´iωk›››››
8
(36)
ď
pÿ
k“´p
}Rxpkq ´ pRxpkq}8. (37)
Thus, by obtaining a bound on }Rxpkq ´ pRxpkq}8, we
can upper bound }sΦxpωq ´ pΦxpωq}8.
In the following subsection, we provide probably approxi-
mately correct (PAC) bounds for estimating auto-correlation
matrices, which in turn is used in obtaining PAC bounds on
PSD matrices.
The following proposition bounds deviation of each indi-
vidual elements of auto-correlation matrix.
Proposition 5: For every N ´ k ě n, all k P t0, . . . , pu,
and all ε ą 0, we have
P
´
} pRxpkq ´Rxpkq}8 ą ε¯
ď n2 exp
ˆ
´pN ´ kqmin
"
ε2
32C22
,
ε
8C2
*˙
. (38)
Proof: See Appendix L.
Now, we are ready to obtain the following lemma, which
bounds the estimation error in (33) using (37).
Lemma 7: For every ω P p´pi, pis, the error in estimating
truncated PSD matrix pΦXpωq is given by
}sΦxpωq ´ pΦxpωq}8 ď ε (39)
with probability at least
1´ n2 exp
ˆ
´pN ´ pqmin
"
ε2
32p2p` 1q2C22 ,
ε
8p2p` 1qC2
*˙
.
Proof: See Appendix M.
By combining the above lemmas, we obtain the following
theorem.
Theorem 6: Consider a linear dynamic system governed
by (1). Suppose that the autocorrelation function Rxpkq
satisfies (31). Let 0 ă ε1 ă ε. Then, for any p such that
p ě logρ
ˆ p1´ ρqpε´ ε1q
2C1
˙
´ 1, (40)
we have
}Φxpωq ´ pΦxpωq}8 ď ε (41)
with probability at least
1´ n2 exp
ˆ
´pN ´ pqmin
"
ε21
32p2p` 1q2C22 ,
ε1
8p2p` 1qC2
*˙
,
where C2 “ k3C1.
Proof: The proof follows by combining Lemma 7 and
Proposition 4.
B. Inverse PSD estimation error
Next, we provide a bound for difference between the
original and the estimated inverse PSD matrices in terms
of difference between the corresponding PSD matrices.
Theorem 7: Consider a linear dynamic system governed
by (1) satisfying the Assumption (30). Suppose that the
autocorrelation function Rxpkq satisfies (31). Let 0 ă ε1 ă
ε. Then, for any p such that
p ě logρ
ˆ p1´ ρqpε´ ε1q
2C1
˙
´ 1, (42)
we have
}Φ´1x ´ pΦ´1x }8 ď k4 L2σ2er1sl4σ4ernos
˜
k4ε
l2σ2ernos ´ k4ε
¸
(43)
with probability at least
1´ n2 exp
ˆ
´pN ´ pqmin
"
ε21
32p2p` 1q2C22 ,
ε1
8p2p` 1qC2
*˙
,
Proof: See Appendix N.
Remark 15: It follows from Theorem 7 that the element-
wise distance between Φ´1x and pΦ´1x can be made arbitrarily
small with high probability, by picking N large enough.
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Fig. 2: Generative graph GpV, Eq with hidden nodes shown
in red.
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Fig. 3: Comparison between tolt and diff t for
decomposition of =tΦ´1oo u generated by the LDG in Fig. 2
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we validate our theoretical results with
simulations. All the simulations are performed in Matlab; to
solve the optimization problem for matrix decomposition, we
use YALMIP [35] with SDPT3 [36] solver. It is important
to mention that we verify the algorithms in infinite sample
limit.
From the time series of the observed nodes, we aim
to reconstruct the topology of the generative model which
involves (a) recover the topology restricted to observed nodes
given by T pVo, Eoq, (b) determine the number of hidden
nodes nh in generative graph GpV, Eq and (c) reconstruct
topology associated with each hidden node.
A. Generative model
For the simulation, we obtain the time series data from a
generative graph with 32 nodes, as shown in Fig. 2. Each
node xipkq is driven by an exogenous input eipkq, which is
wide sense stationary and mutually uncorrelated with ejpkq
for j ‰ i. The power spectrum of the exogenous inputs
Φepωq is positive definite and diagonal. The nodes colored
in red (30, 31, 32) are hidden and the rest are observed.
The time series of the observed nodes obtained from the
generative model are given as input to the algorithms with
an aim of reconstructing the original topology. Note that the
network in Fig. 2 satisfies the Assumptions 2, 3 and 4.
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(a) Reconstructed topology among observable nodes, T pVo, Eoq,
obtained from =pSq using Algorithm 2.
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(b) pVH , EHq obtained from =tLu (step 9 in Algorithm 3).
Fig. 4: Applying Algorithm 2 on =tSu and Algorithm 3 on
=tLu using Algorithm 3.
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Fig. 5: T pVR, ERq: Final reconstructed topology with
hidden nodes.
B. Sparse plus low-rank decomposition of =tΦ´1oo pωqu
From the observed time series, we compute =tΦ´1oo pωqu,
which is the only input we need for further processing.
Next, we apply Algorithm 1 for matrix decomposition to
obtain =pSpωqq “ Sˆ and =pLpωqq “ Lˆ. Here,  is 0.01.
Fig. 3 shows the values of tolt and diff t corresponding
to the decomposition of =tΦ´1oo pωqu generated by the graph
in Fig. 2, for various values of t. From the plots, we see
that the difft plot shows three zero regions, similar to what
was proposed in Proposition 3. We would like to stress
that the network does not satisfy the sufficient condition of
Lemma 6. Nevertheless, the plot can retrieve the true sparse
and low-rank matrices by picking a t in the middle zero
region, as described by Algorithm 2. This network belongs
to the subclass of the networks that does not satisfy the
sufficient condition of Lemma 6, but satisfy the necessary
and sufficient condition of (18).
We make three important observations in Fig. 3: (a) for
small t, we observe a beginning zero region where diff t
is zero. This verifies Proposition 3: when the value of t is
very small (smaller than 0.15), the optimal objective value is
obtained by setting zero to =pLq and the objective achieves
the minimum value of zero at p=pSq ` =pLq, 0q. As t is
increased but less than 0.15, we still obtain the optimal
solution at p=pSq ` =pLq, 0q, and hence, diff t is zero
for t very small. (b) The opposite behavior is observed
when t is very large (greater than 0.5). This is the end
zero region, which corresponds to the optimal solution at
p0,=pSq ` =pLqq. Nevertheless, the value of tolt is quite
high for both of these scenarios, since neither of the solutions
are correct. (c) In the middle region (t P r0.24, 0.35s) , it is
observed that both the tolt and diff t are zero; the range
specified by Lemma 6 (See Corollary 1).
Note that difft need not be zero in the middle region.
However, it is observed from simulations that, if we pick a t
corresponding to minimum value of difft in middle region
between p0.3, 0.4q it is still possible to reconstruct topology.
This is because the finite value of difft in middle region
is due to element wise mismatch of non-zero entries. How-
ever the structural pattern of sparse and low rank matrices
is almost preserved. For topology reconstruction structural
pattern is more important than the exactness of the element
wise values.
C. Reconstruction of T pV, Eq
Topology reconstruction of the generative model shown in
Fig. 2 involves (a) recover the topology restricted to observed
nodes given by T pVo, Eoq, (b) determine the number of hid-
den nodes nh in generative graph GpV, Eq and (c) reconstruct
topology associated with each hidden node.
From Fig. 3, it is evident that =tΦ´1oo pωqu was decom-
posed uniquely into =pSq and =pLq, when t belongs to
the middle region where tolt is zero. Indeed, due to perfect
retrieval, the optimal solution is (=pSq,=pLq). We now use
the decomposed matrices =pSq and =pLq with τ “ 10´6 to
obtain the following:
(a) From =pSq, we apply Algorithm 2 to obtain the topol-
ogy of the subgraph restricted to the observable nodes.
The reconstructed topology among observed nodes is
shown in Fig. 4a, which matches perfectly with topol-
ogy of the generative graph in Fig. 2 restricted to
observed nodes T pVo, Eoq.
(b) From =pLq, we apply Algorithm 3 and construct
(VH , EH ), which is a union of three disjoint connected
graphs, i.e., pVH , EHq=
3Ť
l“1
pMl, Qlq (refer Fig. 4b).
Therefore, number of hidden nodes in the generative
graph are three hidden nodes present. nh is 3.
(c) In Fig. 4b, each connected component pMl, Qlq is a
clique. For l “ t1, 2, 3u, Algorithm 3 considers lth
clique (Ml, Ql), places a single hidden node hl in the
clique and reconstructs the topology associated with
hidden node hl. Since pMl, Qlq is a clique, Ml “
Cphlq Y tPphlq X Sphlqu.
From (a), (b) and (c), Algorithm 3 reconstructs the com-
plete topology including latent nodes (see Fig. 5), which
matches exactly with topology of the generative graph. To
summarize, Algorithm 1 decomposed =tΦ´1oo pωqu into sum
of sparse =pSq and low rank =pLq. Using =pSq, Algorithm 2
reconstructs the topology reconstructed to observable nodes.
Using =pLq, Algorithm 3 estimates the number of hidden
nodes, reconstructs the topology associated with each hidden
node and the full topology of the generative graph in Fig. 2
is reconstructed as shown in Fig. 5, which matched exactly
with true topology of generative graph.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we presented a novel approach to recon-
struct the topology of a network of dynamically interdepen-
dent agents from time-series data, in the presence of latent
agents. The network was allowed to have directed loops and
bi-directed edges. It was shown that the imaginary part of
IPSD matrix, which is skew symmetric, can be employed
to reconstruct exact topology of the network. Necessary
and sufficient conditions for unique sparse plus low-rank
decomposition of a skew symmetric matrix was established,
along with an optimization based algorithm that decompose
the skew symmetric matrix to yield the sparse component
S and the low-rank component L. Further, algorithms to re-
construct the true topology of the network under unrestrictive
conditions was provided.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 2
From Theorem 1, we have that the set Eo is equal to
tpi, jq : =tSuij ‰ 0u, i.e., |supportp=tSuq| “ 2|Eo|,
except for the pathological cases. For the pathological cases,
|supportp=tSuq| ă 2|Eo|. This concludes the first part of
the proof.
To show the upper bound on rank, let A “ Ψ˚Λ´1Ψ.
Then,
rankp=tLuq “ rankp=tH˚hoΦ´1eh Hhou ´ =tAuq
paq“ rankp=tAuq
rankpAq ď mintrankpΨq, rankpΛqu
ď mintnh, nhu
“ nh, (44)
where paq follows from Lemma 2, which implies that
H˚hoΦ´1eh Hho is real. Now,
rankp=tAuq “ rank
ˆ
1
2i
pA´A˚q
˙
ď 2rankpAq ď 2nh. (45)
B. Proof of Lemma 3
We show the result for an n “ 3 skew symmetric
matrix. It is straight forward to extend this to a general
n. Let A=
»– 0 a b´a 0 0
´b 0 0
fifl be a skew symmetric matrix.
A can defined as a point on the variety of skew sym-
metric matrices with support at most 4, i.e., Sp4q “
VpX11,X22,X33,X12,X12`X21,X13`X31,X23`X32q
YVpX11,X22,X33,X13,X12`X21,X13`X31,X23`X32q
YVpX11,X22,X33,X23,X12 ` X21,X13 ` X31,X23 `
X32q.
Define fii :“ Xii,@1 ď i ď n, fij :“ Xij `Xji,@1 ď
i ă j ď n, and gij :“ Xij ,@1 ď i, j ď n. Note that A is a
point on the variety defined by fii “ 0, 1 ď i ď n, f12 “
0, f13 “ 0, f23 “ 0, and g23 “ 0, and is non-singular point
(with respect to the variety). The tangent space of Sp4q at
A, T pAq, is (see Proposition 9.6.2 in [31]):
T pAq “ V `pdApfiiqq3i“1, dApf12q, dApf13q, dApf23q, dApg23q˘ ,
(46)
where dApfq :“ ř3i,j“1 BfBxij pAqpXij ´ Aijq. It can be
shown that dApfiiq “ Xii,@1 ď i ď 3, dApfijq “
Xij `Xji,@1 ď i ă j ď 3, and dApg23q “ X23. Plugging
this in (46), we obtain
T pAq “
$&%
»– 0 X12 X13´X12 0 0
´X13 0 0
fifl : X12,X13 P R
,.- . (47)
Clearly, this is the space of all skew symmetric matrices
with support subset of support of A. Extending this analysis
to general n at any point A gives us the result.
C. Proof of Lemma 4
The following lemma is useful in proving this.
Lemma 8: If M is a skew symmetric nˆn matrix of rank
r (r even or n ą r odd), then there exists a non-singular
matrix P such that M “ PQPT ,
where Q “
„
J 0
0 0

and J “
diag
ˆ„
0 1
´1 0

,
„
0 1
´1 0

, . . . ,
„
0 0
0 0
˙
.
Let Rprq :“ tX P Rnˆn : rankpXq “ r, X ` XT “
0u be the space of skew symmetric matrices with rank r.
By Youla decomposition (Lemma 8), this is equivalent to
Rprq “ tPQPT : P P Rnˆn invertibleu.
As shown in [32], Rprq is a manifold. Let M be an
element in Rprq. Let γ : p´1, 1q Ñ Rprq be a diffeo-
morphic map such that γptq “ PptqQPT ptq with γp0q “
Pp0qQPT p0q “M, where Pptq is invertible . Then, dγptqdt “
dPptq
dt QP
T ptq`PptqQdPT ptqdt . For t “ 0, this can be written
as dγptqdt
ˇˇˇ
t“0
“ ∆M `M∆T , where ∆ “ dPdt p0qP´1p0q.
Define W :“ t∆M `M∆T : ∆ P Rnˆnu and let ΓM :“
tγ1p0q : γ is a diffeomorphic map from (-1,1) to Rprqu be
the tangent space with respect to Rprq at M. We claim that
ΓM “ W . ΓM Ď W is obvious. To show the converse,
let w P W . Let ∆ be such that ∆M `M∆T “ w, and
choose Pptq :“ Pp0q`t∆Pp0q. Invertibility of Pptq follows
from invertibility of Pp0q and continuity of determinant. We
need to show that this map belongs to the tangent space
ΓM . Note that
dPptq
dt
ˇˇˇ
t“0
“ ∆Pp0q and dγptqdt
ˇˇˇ
t“0
“ ∆M`
M∆T , which proves the claim. Plugging in MT “ ´M
and singular value decomposition, M “ UΣQUT , in the
definition of W , and substituting X “ ´∆UΣQ completes
the proof.
D. Proof of Lemma 5
SVD of a matrix M is given by M “ UΣVT , where
U,V P Rnˆr are left and right singular matrices and Σ “
diagpλ1, λ1, . . . , λr{2, λr{2q. By Youla decomposition, any
skew symmetric matrix M of rank r can be written in the
form M “WQWT , where
Q “ diag
ˆ„
0 λ1
λ1 0

, . . . ,
„
0 λr{2
λr{2 0

,
„
0 0
0 0

. . . ,
˙
and W is an orthogonal matrix. Note that this is equivalent to
writing M “WrΣrQWTr , where Wr is obtained by picking
first r columns of W, Σ “ diagpλ1, λ1, . . . , λr{2, λr{2q, andrQ “ diagpL, . . . ,Llooomooon
r times
q with L “
„
0 1
´1 0

. That is, the
svd, M “ UΣVT , can be rewritten with V “ UrQT , whererQT “ rQ´1.
Thus, VVT “ UrQT rQUT “ UrQ´1 rQUT “ UUT . This
concludes the proof.
E. Proof of Proposition 1
Subdifferential of a convex function f at a point x˚ in the
domain X is defined as [37]:
BfpX˚q “ tg : fpXq ě fpX˚q ` xg,X´X˚y,@X P X u,
(48)
where xA,By :“ tracetATBu “ ři,jAijBij .
The lagrangian of (13), J , can be written as
JpS,L,Q1,Q2q “ γ}S}1 ` }L}˚ ` xQ1,C´ S´ Ly
` xQ2,S` ST y (49)
Remark 16: We can add another dual variable correspond-
ing to the constraint L ` LT “ 0. However, this would be
redundant with Q2 as C is always a skew symmetric matrix.
The optimality conditions are then given by
Q1 ´Q2 ´QT2 P γB}S˜}1, and Q1 P γB}L˜}˚. (50)
From the characterization of subdifferential of }S˜}1, it fol-
lows that
PΩpS˜qpQ1 ´Q2 ´QT2 q “ γsignpS˜q and
}PΩpS˜qC pQ1 ´Q2 ´QT2 q}8 ď γ, (51)
where PΩpS˜qpAq is obtained by setting entries of A outside
the support of S˜ to zero and projecting it to the space of
skew symmetric matrices.
Similarly, from the characterization of B}L˜}˚[25], we have
PT pL˜qpQ1q “ UVT and }PTKpQ1q}2 ď 1, (52)
where PT pL˜qpAq :“ PUA`APU´PUAPU; PU “ UUT ,
L˜ “ UΣVT .
From the subgradient optimality conditions, we have that
pS˜, L˜q is an optimal solution if there exist duals Q1,Q2 such
that
Q1 ´Q2 ´QT2 P γB}S˜}1, and Q1 P γB}L˜}˚. (53)
The second condition in the proposition statement guarantees
the existence of such a dual since they satisfy (51) and (52).
Next, we show the uniqueness of the solution. We prove
this by contradiction. Let pQS ,QLq be any subdifferential at
pS˜, L˜q and let pS˜`NS , L˜`NLq be another optimal solution.
It follows, from the constraint C “ S˜`NS ` L˜`NL, that
NS `NL “ 0. Then,
γ}S˜`NS}1 ` }L˜`NL}˚ ě γ}S˜}1 ` }L˜}˚ ` xQS ,NSy ` xQL,NLy.
For notational simplicity, we write ΩpS˜q, ΩCpS˜q, T pL˜q, and
TKpL˜q as Ω, ΩC , T and TK respectively.
xQS ,NSy “ xγsignpS˜q ` PΩC pQSq,NSy
“ xQ1 ´Q2 ´QT2 ´ PΩC pQ1 ´Q2 ´QT2 q ` PΩC pQSq,NSy
“ xQ1,NSy ´ xQ2 `QT2 ,NSy
x ´ PΩC pQ1 ´Q2 ´QT2 q ` PΩC pQSq,NSy
piq“ xQ1,NSy ` x ´ PΩC pQ1 ´Q2 ´QT2 q ` PΩC pQSq,NSy.
Here, piq follows since Q2`QT2 is a symmetric matrix and
NS is skew symmetric matrix. Then, xQ2 `QT2 ,NSy “ 0.
Similarly,
xQL,NLy “ xUVT ` PTKpQLq,NLy
piiq“ xQ1 ´ PTKpQ1q ` PTKpQLq,NLy
“ xQ1,NLy ` xPTKpQLq ´ PTKpQ1q,NLy,
where piiq follows since Q1 “ UVT ` PTKpQ1q.
Then,
xQL,NLy ` xQS ,NSy “ xQ1,NLy ` xPTK pQLq ´ PTK pQ1q,NLy
` xQ1,NSy ` xPΩC pQSq ´ PΩC pQ1 ´Q2 ´QT2 q,NSy
piiiq“ xPTK pQLq ´ PTK pQ1q,NLy
` xPΩC pQSq ´ PΩC pQ1 ´Q2 ´QT2 q,NSy
“ xPTK pQLq ´ PTK pQ1q, PTK pNLqy
` xPΩC pQSq ´ PΩC pQ1 ´Q2 ´QT2 q, PΩC pNSqy.
Here, piiiq follows since NS`NL “ 0. Now, choose QS “
γsignpPΩC pNSqq and QL “ pUpVT , where PTKpNLq “pUpΣpVT . Applying this substitution along with Holder’s in-
equality [26], xQL,NLy ` xQS ,NSy can be written as
xQL,NLy ` xQS ,NSy ě p1´ }PTK pQ1q}2q }PTK pNLq}˚
` pγ ´ }PΩC pQ1 ´Q2 ´QT2 q}8q}PΩC pNSq}1.
Since }PΩC pQ1´Q2´QT2 q}8 ă γ and }PTKpQ1q}2 ă 1,
xQL,NLy`xQS ,NSy “ 0 if and only if both PΩC pNSq “
PTKpNLq “ 0, which implies that PΩpNSq `PT pNLq “ 0
as NS `NL “ 0. Since ΩpS˜q X T pL˜q “ t0u, this would
mean that NS “ NL “ 0.
F. Proof of Proposition 2
It can be checked that if µpS˜qξpL˜q ă 16 , then
ξpL˜q
1´4µpS˜qξpL˜q ă
1´3µpS˜qξpL˜q
µpS˜q and the range in (22) is non-
empty.
Here, we construct the duals pQ1, pQ2 by picking both from
the direct sum Ω‘T , that is, pQ1 “ pQ1,Ω` pQ1,T and pQ2 “pQ2,Ω ` pQ2,T , where pQ1,Ω, pQ2,Ω P Ω and pQ1,T , pQ2,T P T .
We will show that, for any γ taken from (22), the duals
satisfy the sufficient conditions specified by Proposition 1.
This would then guarantee that (13) returns pS˜, L˜q as the
unique optimum solution.
Let pQ “ pQ1 ´ pQ2 ´ pQT2 . pQ2 is a skew symmetric
matrix by construction, and hence, pQ2 ` pQT2 “ 0, which
implies pQ “ pQ1. By following the similar arguments from
Proposition 1 in [25], it can be shown that Ω X T “ t0u
if µpS˜qξpL˜q ă 1{6. It follows that we can find a uniquepQ1 such that PΩppQ1q “ γsignpS˜q and PT ppQ1q “ UVT .
We will show that this particular pQ1 satisfies the remaining
conditions in Proposition 1.
Let pQ1,Ω “ γsignpS˜q`Ω and pQ1,T “ UVT`T . Then,
PΩppQq “ PΩppQ1,Ωq ` PΩppQ1,T q (54)
“ γsignpS˜q ` Ω ` PΩpUVT ` T q. (55)
From (51), it follows that PΩppQq “ γsignpS˜q, which
indicates that Ω “ ´PΩpUVT ` T q. Similarly, from
the definition of PTKppQ1q and (52), we obtain T “
´PT pγsignpS˜q ` Ωq.
Next, following along the lines of Theorem 2 in [25], we
can show that }PΩC ppQq}8 ă 1 if γ ą ξpL˜q1´4µpS˜qξpL˜q and
}PTKppQ1q}2 ă 1 if γ ă 1´3µpS˜qξpL˜qµpS˜q . The theorem statement
follows.
G. Proof of Proposition 3
The following lemma [26] is useful in the proof of
Proposition 3.
Lemma 9: The following relation holds true for all matri-
ces A P Rnˆn
1
k1
}A}1 ď }A}˚ ď k2}A}1, (56)
where k1, k2 are real numbers. Note that k1 and k2 can be
functions of n. The tightest bound available is k1 “ n and
k2 “ 1.
Define fpS,L, tq :“ t}S}1 ` p1 ´ tq}L}˚. Clearly, the
minimum value at t “ 0 is fppS0, pL0,0q “ 0, and is obtained
at the point ppS, pLq “ pC,0q. Next, consider t “  for some
 close to zero. The objective value at pS,Lq “ pC´N,Nq
for t “ , where N ‰ 0 is
fpS,L, q “ }C´N}1 ` p1´ q}N}˚. (57)
Let the objective value for t “  at the point pC,0q be
gpq :“ fpC,0, q “ }C}1. This can be rewritten as
gpq “ }C´N`N}1 ď }C´N}1 ` }N}1
ď }C´N}1 ` k1}N}˚, (58)
where the first inequality follows from the triangle inequality,
and the second inequality follows from (56).
Then, fpS,L, q´gpq ě p1´pk1`1qq}N}˚. For 0 ă  ă
L, where L “ 1k1`1 , we have that fpS,L, q ´ gpq ą 0,
since }N}˚ ą 0. Thus, we have shown that for t “  the
value of the objective function at pC ´ N,Nq is strictly
greater than that at pC,0q. Moreover, this is true for all N ‰
0. Therefore, we can conclude that for 0 ď t ă L, the
optimal solution is pC,0q.
Similarly, it is easy to see that the minimum value at t “ 1,
fppS1, pL1, 1q “ 0, and is obtained at the point pS,Lq “
p0,Cq. Proceeding similar to the above analysis for t “ 1,
with pS,Lq “ pN,C ´Nq and gpq :“ fp0,C, q “ p1 ´
q}C}˚, we can conclude that fpS,L, q´gpq ě p1´pk2`
1qq}N}1. For U ă t ď 1, where U “ k2k2`1 , we have that
fpS,L, q ´ gpq ą 0, for every N ‰ 0. Thus, for t ą U ,
the optimal solution is p0,Cq
Proposition 2 and Lemma 6 showed that (with the change
of variable t “ γ{p1 ` γq), for every t within the specified
range, the optimal solution is ppSt, pLtq “ pS˜, L˜q. That is,
if µξ ă 1{6 or degmaxpS˜qincpL˜q ă 1{12, then we can
find an interval pt1, t2q Ă r0, 1s with 0 ă t1 ă t2 ă 1
such that pS˜, L˜q “ pSˆt, Lˆtq for any t P pt1, t2q. This
implies that diff t “ 0 for t P rt1 ` ε, t2 ´ εs and
sufficiently small interval ε. Therefore, there exists at least
three zero regions for the plot of diff t versus t if any of
the sufficient conditions mentioned above is satisfied and ε
is small enough.
H. Proof of Theorem 3
Recall expression (9) for L. By expanding each term in (9)
we obtain that if Hhh “ 0, then Λ is diagonal, and Ψpkh, jq
can be written as
Ψpkh, jq “ H˚ohpj, khqΦ´1eoj `Hhopkh, jqΦ´1ehkh
´
noÿ
k“1
Φ´1eokH
˚
ohpk, khqHoopk, jq (59)
Then, we can conclude the following from the aforemen-
tioned equations.
‚ If the hidden nodes are at least two hops away, then Λ
is real and diagonal.
‚ If any of kh Ñ j or j Ñ kh or kh Ñ k Ð j exists for
some k P Vo, then Ψkh,j ‰ 0
‚ Lij is given by the expression (60) below.
Lpi, jq “ rH˚
ho
pl, iqsΦ´1eh,lHhopl, jq ´
nhÿ
l“1
dl»–Hohpi, lqΦ´1eh,l ` rH˚hopl, iqsΦ´1eh,l ´
noÿ
k“1
Φ
´1
eo,k
Hohpk, lqrHo˚opk, iqs
fifl
»–H˚
oh
pj, lqΦ´1eh,l ` rHhopl, jqsΦ
´1
eh,l
´
noÿ
k“1
Φ
´1
eo,k
H
˚
oh
pk, lqrHoopk, jqs
fifl (60)
Let a1, a2, and a3 respectively denote first, second, and third
terms in the first bracket and let b1, b2, and b3 respectively
denote first, second, and third terms in the second bracket.
Then, (60) can be rewritten as,
Lpi, jq “ rHhopl, iqs˚Φ´1eh,lHhopl, jq´
nhÿ
l“1
dl ra1 ` a2 ` a3s rb1 ` b2 ` b3s
“ rHhopl, iqs˚Φ´1eh,lHhopl, jq´
´
nhÿ
l“1
dlra1b1 ` a1b2 ` a1b3 ` a2b1 ` a2b2`
a2b3 ` a3b1 ` a3b2 ` a3b3s.
Here, from Remark 1 :
1) if a3 ‰ 0, then a3 P R : the term a3 corresponds to
lÑ k Ð i, which implies that l and i are spouses.
2) if b3 ‰ 0, then b3 P R : the term b3 corresponds to
lÑ k Ð j, which implies that l and j are spouses.
3) if a2b2 ‰ 0, then a2b2 P R : the term a2b2 corresponds
to iÑ lÐ j, which implies that i and j are spouses. By
similar argument, =trHhopl, iqs˚Φ´1eh,lHhopl, jqu “ 0
Hence, =pa2b2q,=pa3q and =pb3q are zero. Therefore,
=pLqij “ ´
nhÿ
l“1
dlr=pa1b1q ` =pa1b2q ` =pa1b3q ` =pa2b1q`
` =pa2b3q ` =pa3b1q ` =pa3b2qs. (61)
(a) We use contrapositive argument to prove this. Suppose
that, for every hidden node h P Vh, there does not exist
g P DEhpi, jq such that g P GpV, Eq. Then, from (61),
it follows that =pLqij “ 0. Therefore, if =pLqij ‰ 0,
then there exists g P DEhpi, jq such that g P GpV, Eq,
for some h P Vh.
(b) Let i, j P Vo. Suppose that =pLijq ‰ 0. Then, from part
(a), there exists g P DEhpi, jq such that g P GpV, Eq,
for some h P Vh. Clearly, for any g P DEhpi, jq, we
have dhoppi, hq ` dhoppj, hq ď 3.
(c) Let i, j P Vo. Suppose that =pLijq ‰ 0. Then, from
part (a), there exists g1 P DEh1pi, jq such that g1 P
GpV, Eq, for some h1 P Vh. Suppose for contradiction
that there exists h2 P Vhzth1u such that there exists
g2 P DEh2pi, jq such that g2 P GpV, Eq. Then, we
have dhopph1, h2q ď dhopph1, iq ` dhoppi, h2q and
dhopph1, h2q ď dhopph1, jq`dhoppj, h2q from Theorem
3(b). Adding the two inequalities and using triangle
inequality, we get dhopph1, h2q ď 3. which contradicts
Assumption 3. Hence, h1 “ h2.
I. Proof of Theorem 4
(a) Suppose Ml1
Ş
Ml2 ‰ H for some l1, l2 P Vh, l1 ‰ l2.
Then, there exists a P Ml1
Ş
Ml2 . Since a P Ml1 , it
follows from the definition of Ml1 that dhoppa, l1q ď
2. Similarly, a P Ml2 and dhoppa, l2q ď 2. Then, we
have dhoppl1, l2q ď dhoppl1, aq`dhoppa, l2q ď 4, which
contradicts Assumption 3. Therefore, Ml1
Ş
Ml2 “ H
for all l1, l2 P Vh, l1 ‰ l2.
(b) Suppose xQl1
Ş
Ql2 ‰ H for some l1, l2 P Vh, l1 ‰ l2.
Then, there exists pi0, j0q P Ql1
Ş
Ql2 . pi0, j0q P Ql1 ,
which implies that i0, j0 PMl1 . Similarly, pi0, j0q P Ql2
implies that i0, j0 P Ml2 . Thus, i0, j0 P Ml1
Ş
Ml2 ,
which contradicts part paq. Therefore, Ql1
Ş
Ql2 “ H.
(c) We first show that VH Ě
nhŤ
l“1
Ml. To show this, let
a P
nhŤ
l“1
Ml. Then, a P Ml for some l P Vh. It follows
from the definition of Ml that a P PplqYCplqYSplq. If
a P Pplq Y Cplq, then by Assumption 2, there exists
c P Mlza. If a P SplqzpCplq Y Pplqq, then there
exists k P Mlza, such that k P CplqŞ Cpaq. Given the
existence of node k P Cplq, by Assumption 2 there exists
c P Mlzta, ku. Clearly there is a node c P Mlza in
GpV, Eq, which is also present in DElpa, cq. From the
equation (61) and Remark 12, it follows that =pLqac ‰
0. Because =pLqac ‰ 0, it follows from the definition
VH , that a P VH .
Now, we show that VH Ď
nhŤ
l“1
Ml. Let a P VH , then
from the definition of VH , there exists c P Voza, such
that =pLqac ‰ 0. From Theorem 3 parts (a) and (c),
there exists a unique hidden node l P Vh such that
g P DElpa, kq exists in GpV, Eq. From the definition of
DElpa, kq, it follows that a P Ml. Hence, a P
nhŤ
l“1
Ml,
which concludes the proof.
(d) We first show EH Ě
nhŤ
l“1
Ql. Let pi0, j0q P
nhŤ
l“1
Ql, then
there exists a l P Vh, such that pi0, j0q P Ql. From the
definition of Ql, ti0, j0u PMl Ă VH and =pLqi0j0 ‰ 0.
Thus pi0, j0q P EH .
To show the converse EH Ď
nhŤ
l“1
Ql, let pi0, j0q P EH ,
then =pLqi0j0 ‰ 0. From Theorem 3(c), there exists a
unique hidden node l P Vh, such that a g P DElpi0, j0q
exists in GpV, Eq. It follows from the definition of
DElpi0, j0q that ti0, j0u P Ml. ti0, j0u P Ml. and
=pLqi0j0 ‰ 0, thus pi0, j0q P Ql Ă
nhŤ
l“1
Ql.
J. Proof of Theorem 5
pñq From Assumption 3, it implies that Cplq Y Pplq Y
Splq P Vo. We use contrapositive argument to show this,
i.e., we will show that if |PplqztCplq Y Splqu| ď 1 and
|SplqztCplq Y Pplqu| ď 1, then Ek P Ml such that
degMlpkq ă αl. Here, we will show that for any node
a PMl, degMlpaq “ |Ml| ´ 1.
Case 1: |PplqzpCplq Y Splqq| “ 0, |SplqztCplq Y Pplqu| “ 0 :
Here, hidden node l does not have either strict parent and
strict spouse, which implies that Ml “ CplqY pPplqXSplqq.
Consider an observable node a1 P Cplq Y pPplq X Splqq;
existence of a1 is guaranteed from Assumption 2. Suppose
there exists a2 P Cplq Y pPplq X Splqq, a2 ‰ a1. If
a1 P Cplq, then clearly there exists a g P DElpa1, a2q such
that g P GpV, Eq. Suppose a1 P pPplq X SplqqzCplq. Then,
again, from the definition of DElpa1, a2q, Dg P DElpa1, a2q
such that g P GpV, Eq. It follows from Remark 12 that
=pLqa1a2 ‰ 0 and =pLqa2a1 ‰ 0 almost everywhere, which
implies pa1, a2q P Ql. Essentially, we have shown that for
every a1 PMl and for every k PMlzta1u, pa1, kq P Ql, i.e.,
degMlpa1q “ |Mlzta1u| “ |Ml|´1. The maximum degree is
αl “ |Ml| ´ 1, and thus, Ek PMl such that degMlpkq ă αl.
We use the following conclusion in proof of Case 2, 3 and 4:
Consider a node a1 P Cplq Y pPplq X Splqq. Then, for every
a2 P Cplq Y pPplq X Splqqzta1u, pa1, a2q P Ql.
Case 2: |PplqztCplq Y Splqu| “ 0, |SplqztCplq Y Pplqu| “ 1 :
Here, there is no strict parent. One strict spouse s1 is
present, which implies that Ml “ CplqY pPplqXSplqqY s1.
Consider any observable node a1 P Cplq Y pPplq X Splqq.
Existence of a1 is guaranteed by Assumption 2. It follows
from Case 1 that pa1, a2q P Ql,@a2 P Cplq Y pPplq X
Splqqza1. We next show that pa1, s1q P Ql. Since s1 is strict
spouse, there exists a g P DElpa1, s1q such that g P GpV, Eq.
Then, by Remark 12, =pLqa1s1 ‰ 0 and =pLqs1a1 ‰ 0
almost everywhere, which implies that pa1, s1q P Ql. Since
Ml “ Cplq Y pPplq X Splqq Y s1, we can conclude that for
any a1 P Mlzs1, pa1, s1q P Ql. Moreover, degMlpa1q “
|Ml| ´ 1 and degMlps1q “ |Ml| ´ 1. Note that, here,
αl “ |Ml|´ 1. Thus, Ek PMl such that degMlpkq ă αl. We
use the following conclusion in Case 4 : Consider a node
s1 P SplqzpCplq Y Pplqq, then for any a1 P Cplq Y pPplq X
Splqq, ps1, a1q P Ql.
Case 3: |PplqztCplq Y Splqu| “ 1, |SplqztCplq Y Pplqu| “ 0 :
Here, there is no strict spouse but one strict parent p1 is
present, which implies that Ml “ CplqYtPplqXSplquY p1.
Consider any observable node a1 P Cplq Y pPplq X Splqq.
Existence of a1 is guaranteed from the Assumption 2. From
the conclusion of Case 1, it follows that for all a2 P
CplqYpPplqXSplqqzta1u, pa1, a2q P Ql. We next show that
a1 is also connected to p1. Since p1 is strict parent, there
exists a g P DElpa1, p1q such that g P GpV, Eq. By Remark
12, =pLqa1p1 ‰ 0 and =pLqp1a1 ‰ 0, which implies thatpa1, p1q P Ql. Since Ml “ Cplq Y pPplq X Splqq Y p1, we
can conclude that degMlpa1q “ |Ml| ´ 1. Moreover, for any
a1 PMlzp1, pa1, p1q P Ql. Therefore, degMlpp1q “ |Ml|´1.
Here, αl “ |Ml| ´ 1. Thus, Ek P Ml such that degMlpkq ă
αl.
Case 4 : |PplqztCplq Y Splqu| “ 1, |SplqztCplq YPplqu| “ 1 : Here,
there is one strict parent p1, one strict spouse s1, which
implies that Ml “ CplqY tPplqXSplquYtp1, s1u. Consider
a1 P Cplq Y tPplq X Splqu. It follows from conclusion of
Case 2 and 3 that pa1, s1q P Ql and pa1, p1q P Ql. Thus,
degMlpa1q “ |Ml| ´ 1. Moreover, Dg P DElpp1, s1q such
that g P GpV, Eq. It follows that pp1, s1q P Ql and thus
degMlpp1q “ degMlps1q “ |Ml|´1. Here, αl “ |Ml|´1 and
hence, Ek P Ml such that degMlpkq ă αl. This concludes
the proof.
pðq For the converse, we have from Assumption 2 that
there exists an i P Cplq. Then, it follows that degMlpiq “
|Ml| ´ 1. Thus, it suffices to show in each of the following
cases that there exists a node i PMl with degMlpiq ă |Ml|´
1.
Suppose that |PplqzpCplq Y Splqq| ě 2. Then, there exist
distinct p1, p2 P PplqzpCplqYSplqq. Since p1 and p2 are strict
parents in GpV, Eq, there does not exist g P DEhpp1, p2q for
any h P Vh such that g P GpV, Eq. Hence, by Theorem 3(a),
r=tLusp1p2 “ 0, and pp1, p2q R Ql. Thus, degMlpp1q ă
|Ml| ´ 1 and degMlpp2q ă |Ml| ´ 1.
The similar proof holds if |SplqzpCplq Y Pplqq| ě 2.
Suppose that |SplqzpCplq Y Pplqq| ě 2. Then, there exist
distinct s1, s2 P SplqzpCplq Y Pplqq. Since s1 and s2 are
strict spouses, there does not exist g P DEhps1, s2q for any
h P Vh such that g P GpV, Eq. Hence, by Theorem 3(a),
r=tLuss1s2 “ 0, and ps1, s2q R Ql. Thus, degMlps1q ă
|Ml| ´ 1 and degMlps2q ă |Ml| ´ 1, which concludes the
proof.
K. Proof of Proposition 4
The truncation error in estimation of PSD matrix is given
by,
}Φxpωq ´ sΦxpωq}8
“
››››› 8ÿ
k“p`1
“
Rxpkqe´iωk `Rxp´kqeiωk
‰›››››
8
(62)
ď 2
8ÿ
k“p`1
}Rxpkq}8 ď 2C1 ρ
p`1
1´ ρ . (63)
The lemma follows by letting ε “ 2C1 ρp`11´ρ .
L. Proof of Proposition 5:
Define Z “ rxT1 , . . . ,xTN s and R “ EtZZT u. Note that
Z is obtained by stacking the observed time series along
a column. This structure helps us in bounding deviation of
each individual elements.
The following lemmas are useful in the proof of Proposi-
tion 5.
Lemma 10: The following relation holds true for all ma-
trices A P Rnˆn [26]:
1
k3
}A}2 ď }A}8 ď k4}A}2, (64)
where k3 and k4 are real numbers.
Lemma 11: For every symmetric matrix S P RnNˆnN
and for every ε ą 0, the following bound holds for all N ě n
P
ˆ
1
N
ZTSZ ą 1
N
TrpRSq ` ε
˙
ď exp
ˆ
´N min
"
ε2
32}S}22C22
,
ε
8}S}2C2
*˙
, (65)
where C2 “ k3C1 .
Proof: The proof is similar to Lemma 4 in [38].
The lemma statement follows by plugging in the inequality
}R} ď k3}R}8 ď k3C1 from (64) and the bound on auto-
correlation.
Lemma 12: For every i, j P t1, . . . , nu, every k P
t0, . . . , pu, every l P t1, . . . , N ´ ku, and every N ´ k ě n,
the following bound holds:
P
´ˇˇˇ
r pRxpkqsi,j ´ rRxpkqsi,j ˇˇˇ ą ε¯
ď 2 exp
ˆ
´pN ´ kqmin
"
ε2
32C22
,
ε
8C2
*˙
, (66)
where r pRxpkqsi,j “ 1N´k řN´kl“1 xiplqxjpl ` kq.
Proof: The idea behind the proof is to pick S such
that ZTSZ “ řN´kl“1 xiplqxjpl ` kq. Designing S such that
Slm “ 1 if rempl, nq “ i and prempm´nk, nq “ jq&pm´
nk ą 0q, where rempa, bq is the remainder of a{b will satisfy
this condition. Then,
TrtSRu “ TrtSEtZZT uu “ ErTrtZTSZus
“ rRxpkqsij .
Lemma 12 follows by applying Lemma 11 and repeating the
same for -S and for every i and j.
Remark 17: Note that in Lemma 12 we have used N ´ k
instead of N . The bound still holds, since N ´K ď N .
Proof of Proposition 5:
The result is obtained by applying union bound and
Lemma 12.
P
´
} pRxpkq ´Rxpkq}8 ą ε¯
ď P
˜
nď
i,j“1
ˇˇˇ
r pRxpkqsi,j ´ rRxpkqsi,j ˇˇˇ ą ε¸ (67)
ď
nÿ
i,j“1
P
´ˇˇˇ
r pRxpkqsi,j ´ rRxpkqsi,j ˇˇˇ ą ε¯ , (68)
which gives the desired result by plugging in Lemma 12.
M. Proof of Lemma 7
From Proposition 5, we have
P
´
} pRxpkq ´Rxpkq}8 ď ε¯
ě 1´ n2 exp
ˆ
´pN ´ kqmin
"
ε2
32C22
,
ε
8C2
*˙
. (69)
Then, we obtain
pÿ
k“´p
}Rxpkq ´ pRxpkq}8 ď p2p` 1qε (70)
with probability at least
1´ n2 exp
ˆ
´pN ´ pqmin
"
ε2
32C22
,
ε
8C2
*˙
.
Since ε is arbitrary, the lemma follows by picking appropriate
epsilon and applying the inequality (37).
N. Proof of Theorem 7
The following lemma from [26] is useful in deriving this.
Lemma 13: For any invertible matrices A and B with
}A´1}2}B´A}2 ă 1, we have
}A´1 ´B´1}2 ď }A´1}2}A}´12 }B´A}2
κpAq
1´ κpAq }B´A}2}A}2
, (71)
where κpAq is the condition number of A.
Let A “ Φxpωq and B “ pΦxpωq. Then, by applying
Lemma 13, we get
}Φ´1x ´ pΦ´1x }2
ď }Φ´1x }2}Φx}´12 }pΦx ´ Φx}2 κpΦxq
1´ κpΦxq }pΦx´Φx}2}Φx}2
.
(72)
From the definition (30), and by applying sub-multiplicative
property of the spectral norm, }Φ´1x pωq}2 ď }pI ´
Hpωqq˚}2}Φ´1e pωq}2}pI´Hpωqq}2 ď 1l2σ2ernos , where σernos
is the smallest eigen value of Φepωq. Similarly, κpΦxq :“
λmaxpΦxq
λminpΦxq ď
L2σ2er1s
l2σ2ernos
Then,
}Φ´1x ´ pΦ´1x }2
ď L
2σ2er1s
l4σ4ernos
˜
}pΦx ´ Φx}2
l2σ2ernos ´ }pΦx ´ Φx}2
¸
. (73)
The theorem follows by applying (64).
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